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Abstract. This research was designed to investigate an automatic seed germination rate for
the top of paper germination method. Chili and guinea were adopted to be used in the
experiment with a 4-time repetition and 2 sets of the germination group (4-separated plates
with 50 seeds per plate, 2 sets per seed type, totally 400 seeds of chili and 400 seeds of
quinea). Two detection methods were proposed binary thresholding and maximum
likelihood; based on color analysis. An uncontrolled environment image taking was the way
to collect image data. The results were compared to a hand-labeling groundtruth. Both
methods achieved accuracy rate higher than 93% which was promising to implement this
system. The binary thresholding was a lightweight method suitable for a very limited resource
software environment system. The maximum likelihood was more complex. The method
had more potential than the binary thresholding, it was flexible to the light condition,
returned few false alarms per image (less than 3 false alarms per image). Maximum likelihood
could be adopted to implement in a proper environment which still could be in a mobile
device.
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1. Introduction
Seed assessment is an important process to evaluate
seed quality for cultivation. The seed germination
percentage is one of the outputs from the assessment
process, farmers take it to calculate for numbers of seeds
per area. Hence, seed companies require to test their
products and make labels on them. The seed assessment
is the process that is required to be performed by a welltrained or experienced individual. It is also a timeconsuming process, especially in the case that there are
various kinds of seeds and/or various crops. This would
be an issue of human resources. An alternative way for this
job is an automatic seed assessment system.
Seed assessment with top of paper method, a method
based on ANN (Multilayer perceptron architecture) was
proposed to detect seed assessment and obtained 95.44%
accuracy [1]. Another researcher group investigated in
auto rice seed germination detection based on color, shape
and texture analysis. They provided experiments and
applications based on their algorithm which yielded more
than 90% accuracy rate [2], [3]. Research to detect seed
assessment based on image analysis techniques was
proposed with high accuracy [4], [5].
Roll of paper method is one of the seed assessment
methods. The research adopted a machine learning
technique to search for a proper environment: air
temperature, and water supply [6]. Machine vision was also
adopted to the rolls of paper method in maize seeds [7]
and rice seeds [8]. Another seed assessment with wet paper,
a low-cost camera monitoring system of the seedling
growth support was proposed and experimented [9]. Seed
assessment and monitoring with image-based analysis
were investigated in many types of imaging such as normal
2D image, NIR image, Hyperspectral image, raman
spectroscopy image, infrared thermography image, x-ray
image, and etc. [10]–[18]. Most of these studies took data
from imaging with some controlled environments, and the
systems received very promising results.
Plant, fruit, and leaf detection is a popular object
detection task in agriculture. The fruit detection has got a
high potential to locate fruits on trees/plants and to
classify post-harvested fruits in the grading process as well.
Fruit detection could be based on color, shape, and texture
analysis [19]–[27]. Numbers of plants or fruits would be
the crop yields which was led from the quality of seeds.
Properties of plants and leaves could refer to crop health
and problem which reflex to crop yield which could be an
automatic detection based on image analysis [28], [29].
The object detection could be provided by color,
shape, and texture analysis. The color analysis could be
performed on various types of color models. The shape
analysis could be performed with geometry and nongeometry shape detection. The texture analysis was
suitable for the object with texture, the method could be
involved with gradient and/or color as well [30][31]. The
object detection experiments were investigated in many
types of objects, environments, and inputs to the system
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such as 2D imaging, 3D imaging, stereo imaging, and
hyperspectral imaging [32]–[35].
In the approach of supervised learning, we need to
perform a training process and a testing process in order
to get a predicted model to predict the result. A statistic
model that is used to approximate the result is called
maximum-likelihood based on Maximization algorithm or
EM is a potential method for this kind of task. It calculates
posterior values of each group of an object in a training
set and makes a model predicting a test set [36], [37].
Nowadays, almost everyone uses smartphones which
are known as devices with high-capacity data processing
technology. The agriculture family and community also
benefit from this advanced technology. The smartphone
is a convenient device to take data, provides data
processing, and is able to upload data via the Internet
accessing. Farmers could use this technology to plan and
to monitor the crops and their environments. They could
also make their products become standardized to be sold
via this channel [38]–[41]. Due to the powerful capacity of
the smartphone, convenience, and low-cost device,
researchers had investigated smartphones used in the seed
testing process to collect and analyze data as well [42], [43].
This research objective was to investigate and to
detect seed germination rate by using the top of paper
method operated through a machine vision technique.
The feasibility testing was performed and was targeted to
the mobile devices and flexible environments. The
method was tested on two types of seeds: chili and guinea.
2. Materials and Methods
Our method was proposed to detect the germination
rate using the top of paper method. A seed germination
assessment process was performed by trained-experienced
staff members. Chili and guinea seeds were tested. Chili
was a representative of the double cotyledon plant seed.
Guinea was a representative of the single cotyledon plant
seed. We used 2 types of germination plates: rectangle
boxes for chili seeds, and petri disks for guinea seeds. The
germination plates were kept in a climatic chamber to
control light and temperature for the seed germination
process. A water supply system was done by hands. Each
seed type was germinated into 2 sets, 4 repeats, 50 seeds
per plate, so we totally had 8 germination plates per seed
type (400 seeds per seed type). The plates were taken to
evaluate the germination on day 7th and 14th. On the same
day, the images were taken to be used in the automatic
detection experiment. A smartphone camera was used to
take top view images of the germination plates at a
distance of 20 cm. The images were taken under
uncontrollable environments. We had provided enough
light for human eyes and had taken on a clear view. The
image size is 1,280 x 960 pixels. The images were divided
into 2 sets; a training set, and a test set. We provided grid
search to search for a suited parameter set on the training
step. Then, the parameter set was taken into the testing
step applying to the separated test set and obtained a
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returned germination result as an output. An overview of
the system is shown in Fig. 1.

algorithm was provided in Algorithm 1 and the sample
result was shown in Fig. 2.
Algorithm 1. BORDER-REMOVAL
Input: I: original image.
Output: Ib: border removal image.

Fig. 1. System overview includes training and testing
processes.
In the germination detection system, germination
parts of the seeds were detected out of the background.
The germination parts were identified by the green parts
of the plants that grow out of the seeds. We called the
green germination part as foreground and the rest of the
image as background. The background included seeds,
germination paper, germination plate, and part of a desk.
We experimented with 2 detection methods which
were a binary thresholding method and a maximum
likelihood method. The methods were implemented in
Octave 5.1.0 [44], an open-source software. The detection
results were evaluated compared to hand labeling
(groundtruth) of the trained-experience staff.
Regarding the detection process, first of all, we
removed border pixels of the images, then applied two
methods capturing germinated seeds. The binary
thresholding method was a method to separate 2 groups
of objects based on a dark or a bright color. The maximum
likelihood method was more complex than the binary
thresholding. We sampled foreground and background
pixels from the training set images to make a predicted
model for unknown data.

1: Ibw  RGB-To-BLACK-AND-WHITE(I)
2:
 Ibw is a binary image.
3: Ig  RGB-TO-BGRAY(I)
4:
 Ig is a grayscale image.
5: E  EDGE(Ig)
6:
 E is and edge image.
7: Ia  ADDITION(Ibw, E)
8:
 Ia is an addition image.
9: Ic  CLOSING(Ia, se1)
10:
 Ic is a closing operation image.
11:
 se1 is a disk-structure element, the radius is 50.
12: If  FLOOD-FILL(Ic)
13: Ie  EROSION(If, se2)
14:
 Ie is an erosion operation image which is a
border pixel image.

15:
 se1 is a disk-structure element, the radius is 15.
16: rw=150, gw=150, bw=150
17: Ib  GRAY-BORDER-PIXEL(I, Iw)
18:
 (xw,yw){Pw}w 1…N is a set of border pixels,
w

white pixels in Ie.

19:

 (xw,yw) {Iw}w 1…Nw

is a set of border pixels in

the original image I.

20:
21:

{Iw} I
 (rw, gw, bw) {Iw}w 1…Nw is a set r, g, and b value

of border pixels in the original image I.

2.1. Border Removal
The border removal removed border pixels of an
image which included a border of a box and a desk part
that was pasted the seed pates on. The border removal
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Desk

Chili

Desk

Plate

Guinea

2.2. Binary Thresholding
The binary thresholding was performed to separate
the foreground which was darker than the background
(almost all of the background was brighter than the
foreground). Many thresholds were tested to get the
proper value to separate the foreground out of the
background. Then, the morphological closing operation
was applied to combine split parts together. The
thresholds were tested between 0.25 to 0.65 and the
structured elements of the closing operation were tested
in disk-radius 2 to 16. The algorithm was shown in
Algorithm 2 and the process with sample image output
was shown in Fig. 3.
Algorithm 2. BINARY-THRESHOLDING
Input: Ib: border removal image.
Output: Ob: detected blobs of germinated seeds.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:

Ibw  RGB-To-BLACK-AND-WHITE(Ib, th)

6:
7:

Ob  CONNECTED-COMPONENT(Ic, mini)

 th {0.25,

0.30, 0.35, …, 0.65}

Ic  CLOSING(Ibw, se1)
 Ic is

a closing operation image.

Binary converting

Fig. 2. Border removal. (a) Original image. (b) Border
removal image. (c) Zoomed in of the original image. (d)
Zoomed in of the border removal image.

Binary thresholding

(d)

Closing operation

(c)

Connected component
chili>= 80 px.
guinea>= 200 px.

(b)

Connected
component in RGB

(a)

Border removal

Original

Plate

is a disk-structure element, radius is in {2,
4, 6, …, 16}.
is minimum pixel numbers, minchili = 80,
guinea minguinea = 200
 mini

Result

 se1

Fig. 3. Binary thresholding, processing steps with sample
output images of chili and guinea.
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2.3. Maximum Likelihood
Maximum likelihood method was based on the
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. The training
set images were cropped into small pieces of foreground
and background manually, as shown in Fig. 4. After that,
we provided color analysis for each pixel based on HSV
color space. Each pixel value was taken to calculate for
posterior values of foreground and background, Eq. (1)
[37].
𝑃 (𝐺 |𝑥𝑦𝑧) =

𝑃(𝑥𝑦𝑧|𝐺 )𝑃(𝐺)

(1)

𝑃(𝑥𝑦𝑧)

𝑃(𝐺 |𝑥𝑦𝑧) is the probability of foreground pixel given
point xyz.
𝑃(𝑥𝑦𝑧|𝐺 ) is the probability of point xyz given foreground
pixel.
𝑃(𝐺 ) is the probability of foreground pixel.
𝑃(𝑥𝑦𝑧) is the probability of point xyz.

10: Ptb(Htb, Stb, Vtb)  POSTERIOR(Htb, Stb, Vtb)
11: I'b  RGB-TO-HSV(Ib)
12: (width, height)  SIZE(I'b)
13: Ibw  BINARY-IMAGE(width, height)
14: for each pixel i (xi, yi) in I'b
15:
 i (xi, yi) i 1…N  Ibw
16: if(Ptf(Htb,Stb,Vtb) i > Ptb(Htb, Stb, Vtb)i)
17:
j (xi, yi)=1
18:
 j (xi, yi) i 1…N  Ibw
19: other-wise
20:
j (xi, yi)=0
21: end
22: end-for
23: Om  CONNECTED-COMPONENT(Ibw, mini)
24:
 mini is minimum pixel number, min chili = 80,
i

i

guinea minguinea = 200
(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Maximum likelihood, the training set samples,
foreground and background patches. (a) Chili foreground
patches. (b) Chili background patches. (c) Guinea
foreground patches. (d) Guinea background patches.
We provided the algorithm as in Algorithm 3 which
inputs a set of foreground images and a set of background
images that manual cropped from the training set (Fig. 4).
The sampled output images of each step of Algorithm 3
were represented in Fig. 5.
Algorithm 3. MAXIMUM-LIKELIHOOD
Input: {Itf}: a set of foreground images, cropped from the
training set images
Input: {Itb}: a set of background images, cropped from the
training set images
Input: Ib: border removal image.
Output: Om: detected blobs of germinated seeds

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

for each pixel i in {Itf}
i'  RGB-TO-HSV(i)
(Htf,Stf,Vtf)  ACCU-COUNT(i'(h,s,v))
end-for
Ptf(Htb,Stb,Vtb)  POSTERIOR(Htb,Stb,Vtb)
for each pixel i in {Itb}
i'  RGB-TO-HSV(i)

In the result evaluation, we considered hit as true
positive (TP), miss as false negative (FN), and false alarm
as false positive (FP). In some hits cases exist merge and
split cases. A merge case occurred when many germinated
seeds were merged into one piece. A split case occurred
when one germinated seed was divided into many pieces.
We provided equations for hits rate (true positive rate),
merges rate, splits rate and false alarms per image as in Eq.
2-5. Since we did not consider the true negative (TN) case,
we provided the false alarms per image instead of false
alarms rate. We counted all false alarms of all images and
divided them by the number of images as shown in Eq. 5.
𝐻𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

𝐻𝑖𝑡𝑠
𝐻𝑖𝑡𝑠+𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠

𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =
𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑠 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 =

(2)

× 100

𝑀𝑒𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑠
𝐻𝑖𝑡𝑠+𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠
𝑆𝑝𝑙𝑖𝑡𝑠

𝐻𝑖𝑡𝑠+𝑀𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑒𝑠

(3)

× 100

(4)

× 100

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒 =

𝐹𝑎𝑙𝑠𝑒 𝑎𝑙𝑎𝑟𝑚𝑠
𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑖𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑠

× 100

(5)

3. Experiment and Results
We tested the performance of the 2 methods with the
training set and the test set. The criteria employed to get
the best parameter set was the result that returned high
hits rate, low merges rate, low splits rate, and low false
alarms per image. The results were plotted in Figs. 6 - 9.

(Htb, Stb, Vtb)  ACCU-COUNT(i'(h, s, v))
end-for
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Guinea

Predicted foreground

Border removal

Original

Chili

Connected component
chili>= 80 px.
guinea>= 200 px.

Closing operation

(a)

Connected component in
RGB

(b)

Result

Fig. 6. Binary thresholding of chili (a) Thresholds 0.250.65 (b) Threshold=0.5 and disk structure element radius
2-16

Fig. 5. Maximum likelihood processing steps with
sample output images of chili and guinea
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

Fig. 7. Binary thresholding of guinea (a) Thresholds
0.25-0.65 (b) Threshold=0.45 with disk structure element
radius 2-16

Fig. 8. Maximum likelihood of chili (a) Bin no = 8, 16,
and 64 (b) Bin no = 16, disk structure element radius 0-10
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returned hits rate of the training set and the test set of 100%
and 93.65% respectively.
The best parameter sets of the methods were shown
in Table 1. The sample evaluation results were shown in
Fig. 10 and Fig. 11.
Table 1. The best result of the training set and the result
applied to the test set
Seed type
Method

Hits
(%)

Splits Merges
(%)
(%)

Chili
Training
100.00 0.00
Binary
set
thresholding Test set 100.00 1.54
Maximum Training
99.49 0.51
likelihood
set
Test set 99.49 2.05
Guinea
Training
100.00 2.47
Binary
set
thresholding Test set 100.00 15.08
Maximum Training
100.00 1.23
likelihood
set
Test set 93.65 8.73

(a)

(b)
Fig. 9. Maximum likelihood of guinea (a) Bin no = 8, 16,
and 64 (b) Bin no = 16, disk structure element radius 0-10
The binary thresholding, the best parameter set for
chili was threshold=0.5, disk structure element radius=2
pixels, and minimum size set to 80 pixels. The result
returned hits rate of the training set and the test set of 100%
and 100% respectively. The maximum likelihood, the best
parameter set for chili was bin no=16, disk structure
element radius=2 pixels, and minimum size set to 80 pixels.
The result returned hits rate of the training set and the test
set of 99.49% and 99.49% respectively.
The best parameter set of guinea was threshold=0.45,
disk structure element radius=4 pixels, and minimum size
set to 200 pixels. The result returned hits rate of the
training set and the test set of 100% and 100% respectively.
The maximum likelihood, the best parameter set for the
guinea was bin no=16, disk structure element radius=4
pixels, and minimum size set to 200 pixels. The result
92

Dataset

False
alarms
per
image

14.36

16.38

5.64

15.00

10.26

1.13

6.67

0.50

35.8

12.75

52.38

8.88

22.22

0.50

54.76

2.50

If two (or more) germinated seeds are detected as 1
piece, they will be counted as two (or more) hits and also
two (or more) merges (Fig. 12). If two germinated seeds
are detected as two pieces separately, they will be counted
as two hits and not counted for any merge. Zoomed
images of hits with merges are shown in Fig. 12. It is
possible that an ungerminated seed is merged with a
germinated seed and this will be counted as a hit.
If one germinated seed is detected as 2 (or more)
pieces, it will be counted as one hit and also one split. If
one germinated seed is detected as one piece, it will be
counted as one hit and not counted for any split. Zoomed
images of hits with splits are shown in Fig. 13. In the case
of a germinated seed detected as 3 pieces and all pieces are
big enough to consider as hits, we will count them as a hit
and also report this hit as a split. So, splits are a hit (a
detected germinated seed) which is split to many pieces.
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(a)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(c)

(c)

(d)

(d)

Fig. 10. Sample image results of chili the binary
thresholding and maximum likelihood methods in the
same input image; (a-b) Chili training set results, (c-d) Chili
test set results; (a) Hits=49, splits=0, merges=6, false
alarms=5, misses=0; (b) Hits=48, splits=1, merges=4,
false alarms=0, misses=1; (c) Hits=49, splits=0, merges=4,
false alarms=1, misses=0; (d) Hits=48, splits=0,
merges=0, false alarms=2, misses=1.

Fig. 11. Sample image results of guinea with the binary
thresholding and maximum likelihood methods in the
same input image; (a-b) Guinea training set results, (c-d)
Guinea test set results; (a) Hits=11, splits=0, merges=3,
false alarms=14, misses=0; (b) Hits=11, splits=0,
merges=2, false alarms=1, misses=0; (c) Hits=25, splits=3,
merges=15, false alarms=8, misses=0; (d) Hits=24,
splits=0, merges=13, false alarms=4, misses=1.
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seeds. Many view image analyses could help in merges and
splits cases.
The binary thresholding results returned hits rate of
100%; however, the false alarms per image was much
higher than the maximum likelihood. Moreover, the
maximum likelihood was more tolerated to the darker
object than the binary thresholding. Therefore, the
(a)
(b)
maximum likelihood was a better choice to achieve high
hits and low false alarms.
Fig. 12. Merges, sample zoomed images of hits with
To gain higher accuracy in the maximum likelihood,
merges (a) Chili sample of hits=2, and merges=2 (b) we required more training data set to cover all colors of
Guinea sample of hits=2, and merges=2.
the foreground and the background to train for a better
model. The binary thresholding got a good running time
and it was a simple algorithm. Therefore, it was suitable
for a very limited resource system. However, the binary
thresholding was sensitive to light; therefore, there was a
high requirement to take these factors into consideration
properly before implementation. On the other hand,
maximum likelihood became a more complex algorithm
and it was more flexible to the light condition with higher
(a)
(b)
running time. Regarding implementation of a C/C++, or
Fig. 13. Splits, sample zoomed images of hits with splits the Java environment, it would support in term of running
(a) Chili sample of hits=1, and splits=1 (b) Guinea sample time. This method would be appropriate to adopt this kind
of system.
of hits=1, and splits=1.
Octave is open source software and it is a good tool
Considering running time, the binary thresholding to test the methods with the nice graphic user interface.
obtained 22.73 seconds per image. This method did not The Octave has a desktop computer version and also a
require extra training process. Running time of the mobile version that can be switched or used together with
maximum likelihood method was 104.03 seconds per the same source code of the other device versions.
image. This method needed an extra training process runs However, resource management have limitations and it
once to get a predicted model of each pixel. The training take a high running time. If we implement in a better
process of maximum likelihood obtained 0.29 seconds of environment management, a better running time we will
running time. Table 2 showed running time of the be received.
In the case of another set of data with different sizes,
methods.
we need to provide a new training process to tune the
Table 2. Running time of binary thresholding and parameters. It would be better to adjust the size of the seed
to be related to sizes of the images instead of the fixed size
maximum likelihood.
setting. The smaller size/resolution of images will take less
running time and will possibly return less accurate result
Method
Training process, Running time per
than the larger one. In the case of different seed type
running time once
image (seconds)
which is a difference in size, color, and/or shape need to
(seconds)
be started over the training process. Moreover, the
Binary
22.73
number of data set will affect the reliability of the result.
thresholding
The bigger data set, the more reliability of the results will
Maximum
0.29
104.03
be received.
likelihood
Specialized equipment and a smartphone/a mobile
device
benefit the users in many different ways. The
4. Discussion and Conclusion
specialized equipment that all environments are already set.
We proposed two methods to detect seed germination There is no need for the users to set up anything; however,
rate automatically. Binary thresholding and maximum they need to spend their budget and they also need to carry
likelihood
were
proposed,
implemented,
and on this extra device. On the other hand, the smartphone
experimented. The binary thresholding and the maximum devices are convenient and most people carry them all the
likelihood, both methods returned hits rate more than 93% time. These devices have compact sizes and they are
for the training set and the test set. The number of merges powerful by sensor systems and Internet connection. To
and splits cases did not distinguish the difference between get benefit of the smartphones, we need to provide some
these two methods. In the best parameter set result, almost settings which are similar to the ones as in this experiment.
all of the merges cases occurred when the germinated Thus, smartphone users will have more benefits through
seeds were actually connected. The splits cases mostly this way.
occurred in the thin and bright part of the germinated
94
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In the case of not controlling the light, posture, and
distance, we had provided enough light for human eyes,
got top view image, and distance between the camera and
the plate was about 20 cm. We received benefits from
hand-held-smartphone camera users. Our result was very
promising in the dataset. Thus, a smartphone application
for this automatic germination percentage could be
developed and implemented. Furthermore, with the
smartphone, it was very convenient for cloud computing.
Regarding further research studies, we have planned
to implement certain methods with a bigger data set,
different and various types of seeds. Additionally, a mobile
technology application would be incorporated as another
task system.
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